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	For many years John Fleagle's text on the adaptation and evolution of primates and early hominoid fossils was the the text of choice for teachers and research workers alike. Now, as the only such work in print, this new edition brings this coverage up to date with the latest fossil finds and most current research.

	

	The book retains its grounding in the extant primate groups as the best way to understand the fossil trail and the evolution of these modern forms. But this coverage is now streamlined, making reference to the many new and excellent books on living primate ecology and adaptation - a field that has burgeoned since the first edition of Primate Adaptation and Evolution. By drawing out the key features of the extant families and referring to more detailed texts, Fleagle sets the scene and also creates space for a thorough updating of the exciting developments in primate palaeontology - and the reconstruction through early hominid species - of our own human origins.

	

	Illustrated with many of the classic pictures from earlier editions - and whole new suite of illustrations, revised evolutionary trees and tables - this book remains the indispensible text on this fascinating subject.

	
		Long-awaited revision of the standard student text on primate evolution
	
		Full coverage of newly discovered fossils and the latest taxonomy
	
		Over 200 new illustrations and revised evolutionary trees
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Magic Is Dead: My Journey into the World's Most Secretive Society of MagiciansDey Street Books, 2019

	
		In the vein of Neil Strauss’ The Game and Joshua Foer’s Moonwalking with Einstein comes the fascinating story of one man’s colorful, mysterious, and personal journey into the world of magic, and his unlikely invitation into an underground secret society of revolutionary magicians from...
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Using iTunes 10Que, 2011

	For 10 years, iTunes has brought listening pleasure to people’s computers. Originally
	introduced in January 2001, the first version of iTunes worked only with Mac
	OS 9 operating systems, but later that year, Apple added support for OS X and for
	iPods—and that’s when iTunes really took off. Subsequent versions of the...
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Basic Economics:  A Citizen's Guide to the EconomyBasic Books, 2000

	At last there is a citizen's guide to the economy, written by an economist who uses plain English. No jargon, no graphs, no equations. Yet this is a comprehensive survey, covering everything from rent control and the rise and fall of businesses to the international balance of payments.The purpose of Basic Economics is to enable people...
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Learning SPARQLO'Reilly, 2011

	More and more people are using the query language SPARQL (pronounced “sparkle”) to pull data from a growing collection of public and private data. Whether this data is part of a semantic web project or an integration of two inventory databases on different platforms behind the same firewall, SPARQL is making it easier to access...
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Physical Biology of Proteins and Peptides: Theory, Experiment, and SimulationSpringer, 2015

	This book covers the latest developments in the physical biology of proteins and peptides. Key insights into microscopic and macroscopic approaches to describe biologically relevant macromolecules and their interactions are provided. This book also covers a wide range of tools, including theoretical methods as statistical mechanics, normal...
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Vehicle Dynamics: Theory and ApplicationSpringer, 2008
This text is for engineering students. It introduces the fundamental knowledge used in vehicle dynamics. This knowledge can be utilized to develop computer programs for analyzing the ride, handling, and optimization of road vehicles.

Vehicle dynamics has been in the engineering curriculum for more than a hundred years. Books on the...
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